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Introduction

The rectus femoris muscle (RFM) is a two-joint

muscle located in the most superficial layer of the quad-

riceps muscle. It originates from the area of the ante-

ro-inferior iliac spine and crosses the hip to insert on

the upper pole of the patella. The main actions of this

muscle are knee extension and hip flexion (Bianchi et al,

2002). The RFM causes flexion of the hip, especially

pre-swing, and affects walking speed, as the RFM ac-

tivity increases with increasing walking speed during the

initial phase (Nene et al, 1999). During standing, the

RFM also controls the amount of flexion at the knee

and causes knee extension through a reverse muscle

draw on the femur (Kisner and Colby, 2012).

Several studies have shown that the RFM can easi-

ly become tight (McDonald, 1998; Norris, 1995). A

rapid knee extension movement can cause over-

activation of RFM than vastus muscles, such as

vastus lateralis during sports activities and make RFM

tightness (Richardson and Bullock, 1986). Also in-

correct postures including an excessive lumbar lordosis
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Abstract1)

Background: Various methods are used for recovery of knee flexion range of motion (ROM) due to a
tightened rectus femoris muscle (RFM) or limited inferior glide of the patella. Stretching methods are
common interventions for restoring the tightened RFM length. Also patellar inferior gliding (PIG)
technique can recover tightened RFM length too. However, effect of applying the PIG to passive knee
flexion (PKF) has not been studied.
Objects: The purpose of this study was to investigate the effect of combining PIG with RFM

stretching for improving knee flexion ROM in subjects with RFM tightness.
Methods: Twenty-six subjects with RFM tightness were recruited. Two different methods of knee

stretching were tested: 1) PKF during modified Thomas test (MTT) and 2) PKF with PIG during MTT.
The passive stretching forces was controlled by hand-held dynamometer. The knee flexion ROM angle
was measured by a MTT with ImageJ software. Differences between the conditions with and without
PIG were identified with a paired t-test.
Results: The knee flexion ROM was significantly greater for PKF with PIG (114.44±9.33) than for

PKF alone (108.97±9.42) (p<.001).
Conclusion: A combination of passive knee flexion exercise and PIG can be more effective than PKF

in increasing knee flexion ROM in individuals with RFM tightness.
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or anterior tilt of pelvis cause tightening of the RFM

muscle (Janice et al, 1996). This tightness reduces

knee flexion range of motion (ROM) and shifts the

pelvis anteriorly, which can induce lumbar lordosis and

cause low back pain (Gajdosik, 1985; Lénárt and

Kullmann, 1974; Norris, 1995). RFM tightness during

the bone growth phase in adolescence can also induce

Osgood Schlatter syndrome (de Lucena et al, 2011).

Previous study reported that 61% of patients with pa-

tellofemoral pain syndrome patients had RFM tightness

(Sutherland and Davids, 1993). The tightened RFM al-

so pulls the patella superiorly, due to the connection

between the RFM and the patella and can result in

the condition called patella alta, which can cause pa-

tellar instability and limitation of knee flexion motion

(Dejour et al, 1994; Sutherland and Davids, 1993).

The most commonly used tests for assessing RFM

flexibility are the modified Thomas test (MTT) and

prone knee flexion (Gajdosik, 1985; Kim and Ha,

2015; Peeler and Leiter, 2013). The MTT is widely

used to assess the flexibility of the RFM (Kendall et

al, 2005; Magee, 2014; Peeler and Anderson, 2008)

and is popular among clinicians, sports medicine

practitioners, and orthopedic researchers for identify-

ing RFM tightness (Clapis et al, 2008; Harvey, 1998;

Vigotsky et al, 2015; Young et al, 2004). According

to Kendall et al (2005) in the MTT position, a per-

son with iliopsoas muscle tightness will have the

lower back and sacrum flat on the table and the pos-

terior thigh will not touch the table regardless of the

knee state (Kendall et al, 2005). By contrast, a person

with RFM tightness can touch the posterior thigh to

the table and the knee flexion angle is less than 80

degrees (Kendall et al, 2005). The flexibility of the

RFM can also be evaluated by the prone knee flexion

(Butler, 2000; Maluf et al, 2000; Nadler et al, 2001). A

tightened RFM can contribute to pelvic motion in the

sagittal plane because the RFM makes a connection

between the pelvis and the knee joint (Scholtes et al,

2009). During knee flexion in a prone position, if the

innominate bones tilt anteriorly, this represents a

tightening of the RFM (Cibulka et al, 1988).

Many methods are available for recovery of knee

flexion ROM due to a tightened RFM, including pa-

tellar gliding, friction massage, proprioceptive neuro-

muscular facilitation techniques, and manual resistance

techniques (Hammer, 2005; Knott and Voss, 1968;

Liebenson et al, 2007; Maitland et al, 2005). Stretching

methods are one of the most common interventions for

restoring the tightened RFM length and for regaining

knee flexion ROM (Higgins, 2011; Mason et al, 2011;

Wiktorsson-Moller et al, 1983). Stretching methods for

relief of a tightened RFM are conducted in various

body positions, such as: 1) prone hip extension with

knee flexion on the table, where the ankle is moved to

the ipsilateral buttock (Clarkson, 2000); 2) hip ex-

tension with knee flexion against a wall in standing

position, where the knee is placed on the floor to cre-

ate maximum knee flexion (Young et al, 2004); and 3)

hip extension with knee flexion on the edge of a table

so that the sound hip and knee move toward the chest

and the involved leg undergoes hip extension and knee

flexion (Björklund et al, 2001).

Another way to increase the length of the RFM

and restore the knee flexion ROM is by using the

patellar gliding technique. Limited knee flexion may

result from a limited inferior glide of the patella;

thus, limited knee flexion ROM can be recovered by

PIG (Maitland et al, 2005). A previous study on in-

terventions to restore limited knee flexion due to

RFM tightness examined the effects of knee flexion

exercise and PIG on knee flexion ROM and length-

ening of the RFM. The findings indicated that the

tightened RFM pulled the patella superiorly, thereby

disrupting knee flexion motion (Dejour et al, 1994).

However, many kinds of knee flexion exercises can

be conducted in different positions, regardless of pa-

tellar position. The aim of the present study was

therefore to investigate the effect of knee flexion ex-

ercise with PIG in the MTT position, as this position

allows the application of knee flexion simultaneously

with PIG. We compared the effectiveness of passive

stretching with PIG and passive RFM stretching

alone in the MTT position. This concept of stretch-
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ing has many similarities with Mulligan’s movement

with a mobilization concept. We hypothesized that

knee flexion with PIG in the MTT position would

restore a greater ROM than would be obtained with

simple application of passive knee flexion (PKF).

Methods

Subjects

Twenty-six subjects with RFM tightness vol-

unteered to participate in this study. All subjects were

informed of the purpose of the study and its possible

risks. The subjects confirmed their consent to partic-

ipate in this research by filling out a research consent

form. All participants met the inclusion criteria of a

MTT angle of less than 80 degrees, with no history

of rheumatologic, orthopedic, or neurologic disorders or

of trauma or surgery to the hip, knee, or ankle region.

During the study, the subjects refrained from stren-

uous exercise and excessive stretching exercise. The

demographics of the subjects are shown in Table 1.

This study was approved by the Yonsei University

Wonju institutional review board (approval number:

1041849-201512-BM-067-02).

Procedure

The examiner held practice training sessions to

reduce measurement error. The participant’s initial

position and the landmark point where a reflective

marker was attached were the same for each session

(Kim and Ha, 2015).

All participants were asked to attend two testing

sessions at two-day intervals to eliminate the

stretching wash-out effect. Two different PKF meth-

ods were administered in random order. One stretch-

ing protocol required that the subjects conduct PKF

motions while in the MTT position and the PKF

ROM was measured. The other stretching protocol

involved knee flexion ROM during PKF with PIG.

All PKF trials utilized a hand-held dynamometer

(Mobie MT-100, SAKAI Medical Co., Ltd., Tokyo,

Japan) to apply a constant passive stretching force.

This dynamometer was applied to the distal end of

the tibia and the examiner applied a 7 ㎏ pressure.

During two methods of PKF stretching, the examiner

maintained the stretching force for 10 seconds.

The MTT position was the initial position. The

subject lay in a supine position on the edge of a

treatment table. In this position, the subject’s gluteal

fold was located at the end of the table. The knee of

the non-dominant leg was held with both hands and

pulled toward the chest (Godges et al, 1989). (Figure

2) The subject maintained this position, as relaxed

as possible. A pelvic belt was used to lock the pel-

vic position to prevent compensatory pelvic anterior

tilt motion (Kim and Ha, 2015).

The PIG movement moves the patella in a cau-

dal direction. The PIG was applied as follows:

The subject lay in a supine position and assumed

the MTT position at the edge of the table. The

examiner’s right hand was then placed against the

superior margin of the patella and the left hand

was placed at the inferior margin of the patella,

covering the right hand. The examiner applied an

inferior force as the subject started an active knee

flexion motion or while another examiner applied a

PKF motion force. The examiner’s right hand ap-

plied force upon the patella in the inferior direc-

tion, while the left hand guided the patellar direc-

tion of the movement (Maitland et al, 2005).

1) Passive knee flexion (PKF)

The only difference with PKF was that the knee flex-

ion motion was conducted by the examiner. The subject

Parameters Mean±SDa

Age (year) 23.3±1.9

Height (㎝) 176.4±4.4

Weight (㎏) 74.5±10.1

MTTb angle (degree) 22.8±3.0

Dominant leg Right=26/Left=0
amean±standard deviation, bmodified Thomas test.

Table 1. General characteristics of the subjects (N=26)
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maintained an initial position and stayed as relaxed as

possible. The examiner then pushed the subject’s ankle

toward the knee flexion motion while controlling the

force with a hand-held dynamometer (Figure 1).

2) Passive knee flexion with patellar inferior gliding

(PKFPIG)

This knee flexion motion was conducted in the

same way as described for PKF. At the same time,

PIG was applied by the examiner. The PKF force was

controlled with the hand-held dynamometer (Figure 2).

Outcome measures

Prior to each testing session, reflective markers

were attached at the following landmarks: in the

greater trochanter of the femur (located 4-6 inches

below the mid-point of the iliac crest), the fibular

head of the lateral knee, and the lateral malleolus of

the ankle (Peeler and Leiter, 2013; Young et al, 2004).

While the subject performed the stretching in the

MTT position, a photographer recorded sagittal view

photographs using a digital camera on a tripod. The

tripod height was set at 36 inches, and the camera was

located 6 feet perpendicularly away from a 30-inch

high bobath table (Peeler and Anderson, 2007).

The knee flexion ROM was formed using a 3-point

landmark (greater trochanter, fibular head, and lateral

malleolus). The knee flexion ROM was quantified

using free ImageJ software (U.S. National Institute

of Health, Maryland, USA).

Statistical analysis

The data are expressed as means standard

deviations. All statistical analyses were performed

using SPSS ver. 21.0 software (SPSS Inc., Chicago,

IL, USA). All data were tested for normal distribution

with the Kolmogorov-Smirnov normality test. Values

of the measured angles were compared using paired

t-tests. Paired t-tests were also used to determine

the differences between the angle of PKF and

PKFPIG. The level of significance was set at α=.05.

Results

Knee flexion range of motion (ROM) angle

A significantly greater angle of knee flexion ROM

in the MTT position was obtained with passive

stretching with PIG than with passive stretching alone

(p<.001). The PKF ROM with PIG was 114.44°±9.33°

in the MTT position and was 108.97°±9.42° without

PIG (Table 2).

Discussion

The RFM is a two-joint postural muscle that is

susceptible to tightness (McDonald, 1998; Norris, 1995).

Many kinds of clinical disorders related to knee joint

Figure 1. Passive knee flexion (PKF).

Figure 2. Passive knee flexion with patellar
inferior gliding (PKFPIG).
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problems are associated with RFM tightness (Gajdosik,

1985). For example, RFM tightness can reduce hip

extension ROM. The resulting limited hip extension

extensibility causes pelvic anterior tilt and lumbar lor-

dosis during running (Klein and Roberts, 1976; Schache

et al, 2000). An increased lumbar lordotic curve due to

RFM tightness results in low back pain (Cibulka et

al, 1988). Knee pain around the anterior region of the

patella can also be triggered by RFM tightness

(Longjohn and Dorr, 1998).

The purpose of the present study was to inves-

tigate the effect of passive stretching with PIG in the

MTT position on subsequent knee flexion ROM. Most

previous studies that conducted interventions for

RFM tightness to improve knee flexion ROM pro-

vided stretching and PIG separately (Björklund et al,

2001; Magee, 2014; Maitland et al, 2005; Pourahmadi

et al, 2015). The present study examined the effects

of simultaneous application of stretching and PIG. All

subjects recruited for this study had RFM tightness

that caused limited knee flexion ROM in the MTT

position. These subjects participated in two protocols

(PKF and PKFPIG) while in the MTT position.

Generally, the MTT position has been used to ex-

amine the limited knee flexion ROM due to tight

RFM in clinical or athletic treatments (Gabbe et al,

2004; Harvey, 1998; Lee et al, 1997; Smith et al,

1991; Winters et al, 2004; Young et al, 2004). The

MTT position allows the practitioner to apply RFM

stretching with PIG, but the MTT position is not

frequently investigated in RFM stretching, even

though pelvic stabilization is easy and prevents pel-

vic compensations, such as anterior or posterior tilt-

ing (Kim and Ha, 2015). This is why the MTT po-

sition was chosen for the RFM stretching with PIG

in the present study.

The significant result from the present study was a

greater increase in knee flexion ROM achieved by

adding PIG to the passive stretching, compared to

passive stretching alone. The knee flexion ROM dur-

ing passive stretching combined with PIG was

114.44°±9.33° and passive stretching was 108.97°±9.42°.

Roberts and Wilson (1999) previously investigated

passive RFM stretching in healthy subjects. After 5

weeks of passive stretching sessions, the knee flexion

ROM increased from 146.96° to 153.46° (Roberts and

Wilson, 1999). Björklund et al (2001) found that a

two-week passive RFM stretching program increased

the knee flexion ROM from 121.50° to 123.00°

(Björklund et al, 2001). An accurate comparison of the

effects of RFM stretching on knee flexion ROM is

difficult, due to differences in stretching exercise du-

ration, posture, and intensity. Nevertheless, our results

showed that passive RFM stretching combined with

PIG increased the knee flexion ROM, indicating that

this combination is an effective treatment strategy.

The RFM is connected to the patella through the

patellar tendon. Tightness in the RFM therefore drags

the patella in the superior direction and can result in

patella alta (Bhave and Baker, 2008; Dejour et al,

1994). In this condition, the knee flexion ROM may

decrease due to a decreased inferior glide of the pa-

tella (Dejour et al, 1994; Sutherland and Davids, 1993).

The natural knee flexion ROM is no longer possible if

a tight RFM pulls the patella in the superior direction.

Therefore, PIG should also be considered for increas-

ing knee flexion ROM. During passive knee stretching,

PIG might prevent the patella from being pulled in the

superior direction, thereby allowing knee flexion

motion. PIG could also increase the RFM stretch force

because the RFM is connected with the tibia via the

patella. For this reason, the combination of passive

RFM stretching and PIG may direct the patella in the

inferior direction, so that it situates in the correct po-

sition (Bhave and Baker, 2008).

The present study has some limitations. First, the

PKFa PKFPIGb p

108.97±9.42c 114.44±9.33 <.001
apassive knee flexion, bpassive knee flexion with patellar inferior gliding, cmean±standard deviation.

Table 2. Passive knee flexion range of motion (ROM) (Unit:°)
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participants were only those who had tight RFMs

without patellar pain or alta, which prevents general-

ization of the results to those patients with tight

RFMs and patellar pain or alta. Second, no compar-

ison was made to a group that underwent PIG only.

Third, the participants in this study were all young

people; utilizing patients of different ages or enrolling

senior patients is difficult. Fourth, this study con-

firmed immediate improvement by the stretching with

and without gliding. Therefore, the next research will

incorporate subjects of different ages and allocate a

portion of these to a group that undergoes only PIG.

A long-term study should also be done to determine

the follow-up effect of RFM stretching with PIG.

Conclusion

This is the first study to show that the RFM

stretching with PIG can increase the knee flexion

ROM in cases of RFM tightness. Statistically sig-

nificant differences were noted between the RFM

stretching alone and RFM stretching with PIG in

terms of knee flexion ROM, and the combination of

RFM stretching and PIG was more effective than

RFM muscle stretching alone. Therefore, adding PIG

to an RFM stretching protocol would appear to be

an effective strategy for increasing PKF ROM in

subjects with RFM tightness.
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